
Track Breakout Code Date and Time Duration 
(minutes)

Title Description Audience

Business 1 BUS101 1/17/17 15:15 90 BUSINESS BUILDER: How to build 
a successful fulfillment buisness: 
opportunities, challenges and 
technologies to drive print 
profitability.  

Maximizing and automating your 
fulfillment business will maximize 
your profitability. 
This session will focus on industry 
trends and technologies and why 
EFI PrintStream Fulfillment, a Suite 
Certified component of the 
Enterprise Commercial, Publication 
and Midmarket Print Suites, is your 
key to a successful fulfillment 
strategy. 

Business Owners, Decision 
Makers, CEO, COO, 
Operators, Sales and 
Marketing. 

Business 1 BUS102 1/17/17 15:15 90 BUSINESS BUILDER SERIES: What 
do marketing campaigns have to 
do with print? Mastering the 
challenges and technologies of 
becoming a Marketing Services 
Provider

Becoming a Marketing Services Provider 
and add new services and offerings into 
your business. Investigate the business 
challenges that customers typically 
encounter when adding Multi-Channel 
Campaign Management to their business. 
After a brief introduction into the basics 
of Multi-Channel communication this 
class will primarily focus on business 
aspects and will attempt to give guidance 
on how to build a business model around 
Marketing Services, how to sell these 
services to print buyers and what internal 
changes are required. The expectation is 
that every participant will leave the class 
with a better understanding on what the 
first steps into becoming a Marketing 
Services Provider should be.

Business Owners, Decision 
Makers, CEO, COO, 
Marketing Professionals, VDP 
Professionals, PSP Sales Reps.

Business 1 BUS103 1/17/17 15:15 90 BUSINESS BUILDER SERIES: 
Changing Shipping from a Cost 
Center to a Profit Center

Learn how an integrated, automated 
shipping solution can reduce labor 
costs, eliminate errors and makes 
shipping a profit center. This session 
will include an overview of the EFI 
SmartLinc tools for shipping 
automation including a look at 
recent developments and plans for 
2016. We will also cover the exciting 
new pricing model.

Business Owners, decision 
makers, anyone who ships 
print: business owners, 
operators, EFI Process 
Shipper prospects and 
customers

Business 1 BUS104 1/17/17 15:15 90 BUSINESS BUILDER SERIES: Real-
time analytics and auotmation: 
how visibility drives accountabiliy 
and profitability. 

Join a panel of EFI Auto-Count 
users as they share their story of 
why they purchased Auto-Count, 
some of the challenges they faced 
and the success they've 
experienced. This breakout is a 
moderated panel of Auto-Count 
users led by Bob Howard and 
includes a Q&A opportunity.

Business owners, all current 
and future Auto-Count users.

Business 1 BUS105 1/17/17 15:15 90 BUSINESS BUILDER SERIES: 
Adding eCommerce automation 
and digital marketing 
technologies to your portfolio and 
open up new business 
opportunities. 

Discover how the award-winning 
EFI Marketing Automation Platform, 
a Graph Expo 2016 Must See Em 
award, open up new business 
opportunities. The EFI Digital 
Marketing Automation Platform is a 
collection of technologies designed 
to combine all aspects of 
eCommerce and campaign 
management into one powerful 
solution that enables anyone to 
simply create, execute and buy 
multi-channel campaigns. Coupled 
with an integrated solution for 
collateral procurement and 
fulfillment, VDP Applications, Direct 
Mail, email, pURLs and mobile 
messaging, it is a true one-stop 
offering for the industry.

Business Owners, Operations 
Managers, decision makers, 
pre-press staff, marketing 
and cross-media 



Business 3 BUS106 1/18/17 11:00 90 BUSINESS BUILDER SERIES: 
Moving your print business into 
new and expanding markets

Join this session and you may never think 
about your printing company in the same 
way again — and that’s the idea! Udi Arieli, 
the scientist behind the Theory of Global 
Optimization (TGO), will address myths 
that prevail in the printing industry and 
how they prevent you from achieving 
your profit goals. And, more importantly, 
he'll discuss how TGO systematically 
attacks these myths, providing a 
foundation for sustained profit 
improvement. His presentation will 
include a TGO progress report, discussing 
recent advancements in the TGO strategy. 
This session is back by popular demand 
as the need for global optimization is 
more important than ever for business 
success in this challenged economy.

Business Owners, CEO, 
Operators, Sales and 
Marketing 

Business 1 BUS107 1/17/17 15:15 90 BUSINESS BUILDER SERIES: Are 
you an optimizer or a scheduler? 
Join us to learn more about 
PrintFlow Dynamic Scheduling 
and the value it brings to your 
business processes. 

If you are unfamiliar with PrintFlow 
Dynamic Scheduling, please join us 
to learn the basics of the PrintFlow 
application and how it is different 
from other scheduling systems. 
We’ll demonstrate the ins and outs 
of PrintFlow, including how to 
identify and minimize bottlenecks in 
production and how to create and 
compare alternative "what if" 
scenarios for scheduling your entire 
production facility.

Business Owners, Operations 
Managers, decision makers, 
pre-press staff, those 
interested in owning or 
maximizing their PrintFlow 
investment.

Business 4 BUS108 1/19/17 11:00 60 BUSINESS BUILDER SERIES: Audit 
and Business Operations 
Assessment: How to 
Optimize/Leverage Your 
Investments and Processes for 
Profitability

Are you optimizing the investments 
you've made in your business? 
Equipment, people and software are 
three of the biggest investments in 
the print industry yet did you know 
many printers only utilize 30-40% of 
the software they've paid for -- 
software that can impact the 
effectiveness of all other 
investments! Come join this 
discussion led by our professional 
services team to learn about system 
audits and how we've helped 
customers like you optimize their 
business operations.

Business owners, decision 
makers, finance, COO

Business 11 BUS109 1/19/17 16:45 75 BUSINESS BUILDER SERIES: 
Moving your print business into 
new and expanding markets

Traditional print may be your bread 
and butter but the growth is in new 
and expanding markets. Join us if 
you're curious about the 
opportunities in alternate markets 
such as corrugated, packaging, 
textiles, soft signage superwide 
format and more. 

Business Owners, Operations 
Managers, decision makers, 
pre-press staff 

Business 11 BUS110 1/19/17 16:45 75 BUSINESS BUILDER: 
Understanding DirectMail

DirectMail is a powerful 
communication tool, and a great 
opportunity for you to expand the 
range of services and value you 
provide your customers. With this 
session specifically for US customers 
we'll review the latest in mailing 
technology and services from the 
USPS

All Commercial, Midmarket 
and Digital StoreFront 
Customers

Business 4 BUS111 1/19/17 11:00 60 BUSINESS BUILDER SERIES: 
eCommerce Solutions for Soft 
Signage

The display graphics market is 
rapidly transitioning to fabric and 
textile - EFI's leading Web-to-Print 
Solution Digital StoreFront has now 
been optimized to help you make 
the transition to digital - with end to 
end integration with the FabriVU 
and Fiery Digital Front End learn 
how an eCommerce solution can 
help you win business

All EFI inkjet customers and 
FabriVU Prospects

Business 10 BUS300 1/19/17 15:30 60 EFI PrintFlow User Group 
Discussion

Join us for what is sure to be a lively 
session moderated by the entire EFI 
PrintFlow team at Connect. Bring 
your questions, challenges and 
successes and be prepared to share 
your experiences.

All PrintFlow users and those 
Looking for a Dynamic 
Scheduling Solution

Business 10 BUS301 1/19/17 15:30 60 Every Door Direct Mail: How do I 
reach my customers?

EDDM (Every Door Direct Mail) from 
the USPS is one of the most cost 
effective ways to reach customers in 
a given geography. Learn about how 
you can leverage Digital StoreFront's 
powerful tools to provide this 
service to your customers

All Commercial, Midmarket 
and Digital StoreFront 
Customers

Business 14 BUS302 1/20/17 11:00 60 How to Achieve Operational 
Excellence

What is Operational Excellence 
(OE)? Whatever product you are 
producing is perceived as being 
only as good as its worse 
component. OE utilizes KPIs (key 
performance indicators) and SPC 
(statistical process control) to 
guarantee quality of deliverables - 
learn more in this session.

All MIS/ERP customers

Corrugated 2 COR100 1/18/17 9:30 75 Introducing the 2017 Corrugated 
Packaging Print Suite v5.0

What's new for 2017 in corrugated 
packaging software from EFI? Come 
see the v5 roadmap and direction of 
the Corrugated Packaging Suite 

Box Plants, Sheet Plants and 
Sheet Feeders, CTI 
customers, corrugated 
packaging printers

Corrugated 3 COR101 1/18/17 11:00 60 Corrugated Tracking and Order 
Promising: controling raw 
materials and finished goods

(DEMO) Imagine the power of real-
time intelligent estimating, 
automated customer management, 
and plan management at-your-
fingertips, with little or no order 
promising or estimating challenges.

Box Plants, Sheet Plants and 
Sheet Feeders, CTI 
customers, corrugated 
packaging printers



Corrugated 4 COR102 1/18/17 13:00 60 The EFI Corrugated Ecosystem: 
Acquisition, Preproduction, 
Production and Reporting 

Stop struggling with order 
promising, visibility, lead times, 
transportation and shipping 
demands. Welcome to the digital 
evolution of the corrugated 
industry! The EFI™ Corrugated 
Ecosystem: production to delivery – 
One Vendor. One Comprehensive 
Solution. The Corrugated Packaging 
Suite, Fiery and Nozomi

Box Plants, Sheet Plants and 
Sheet Feeders, CTI 
customers, corrugated 
packaging printers

Corrugated 6 COR103 1/19/17 9:30 75 Corrugated WIP and Shipment 
Tracking 

(DEMO) Learn how tracking 
inventory of roll stock management 
and finished goods is the key to 
profitable corrugated production.

Box Plants, Sheet Plants and 
Sheet Feeders, CTI 
customers, corrugated 
packaging printers

Corrugated 8 COR104 1/19/17 13:00 60 Corrugated Order Promissing and 
Estimating 

Banish order promising and 
estimating issues with real-time 
intelligent estimating, automated 
customer management processes 
and at-your-fingertips plan 
management for your corrugated 
business operations 

Box Plants, Sheet Plants and 
Sheet Feeders, CTI 
customers, corrugated 
packaging printers

Corrugated 10 COR105 1/19/17 15:30 60 CORRUGATED PACKAGING Suite 
success with the Corrugated 
Business System (formerly PBS at 
CTI) 

End-to-end supply chain 
management with the Corrugated 
Business System 

Box Plants, Sheet Plants and 
Sheet Feeders, CTI 
customers, corrugated 
packaging printers

Cross Media 2 DSM100 1/18/17 9:30 60 Introduction into DirectSmile 
Cross Media v7

Adding marketing to your revenue 
stream! This class will provide an 
introduction into the value of EFI 
DirectSmile Cross Media solution v 7. 
Special attention will be paid to the 
new Marketing Portal, which 
significantly extends DirectSmile's 
area of application but also 
simplifies the conversation around 
Cross Media. Using one campaign 
template as an example, the 
presenter will guide the audience 
through the creation process of the 
campaign, including the final 
placement in the new Marketing 
Portal. This class will not be hands-
on, but will primarily spend time in 
the application interface itself.

Business Owners, Decision 
Makers, CEO, COO, 
Marketing Professionals, VDP 
Professionals, PSP Sales Reps.

Cross Media 4 DSM101 1/18/17 13:00 60 How to sell the value of Multi-
Channel Communication to your 
customers

Get your client's attention and their 
business! This class focuses on the 
sales aspect of the Multi-Channel 
business. How can customers be 
convinced that Multi-Channel 
campaigns improve their ROI? How 
can Print Sales Reps pitch the value 
of Multi-Channel campaigns? Using 
a selection of EFI pre-installed 
campaigns, the presenter will 
explain how you can use these 
templates to get your customers 
excited.

Business Owners, Decision 
Makers, CEO, COO, 
Marketing Professionals, VDP 
Professionals, PSP Sales Reps.

Cross Media 9 DSM103 1/19/17 14:15 60 Getting Started with DirectSmile 
Cross Media and Digital 
StoreFront (same as W2P103)

DSF 9.0 introduced the ability to 
offer multi-channel campaign 
products from DirectSmile to your 
customers via Digital StoreFront. In 
this session we'll show you how 
easy it is to build and add a 
campaign to your Web-to-Print Site

All Direct StoreFront and 
DirectSmile users

ENTERPRISE/MONARCH2 MON100 1/18/17 9:30 75 Monarch ERP Welcome Session, 
What's New in the Enterprise 
Commercial Print Suite 5.0?

Come meet the Monarch team and 
get an update on Monarch and 
what's new for the Enterprise 
Commercial Print Suite with 
Monarch at it's core for 2017.

All Monarch Users

ENTERPRISE/MONARCH3 MON101 1/18/17 11:00 60 MONARCH USER GROUP BUSINESS MEETINGThis session is led by the Monarch 
User Group or MUG. Both user 
group members and those who 
want to explore the value MUG are 
invited to join this session. Content 
supplied by Monarch User Group.

All Monarch and Enterprise 
Commercial Print Suite Users

ENTERPRISE/MONARCH3 MON201 1/18/17 11:00 60 Interactive roundtable: The role 
and power of MIS/ERP in 
Publication Print - now and in the 
future

Join us for a lively round-table 
discussion around the directions 
and needs in the Publication Print 
Market

Monarch and Publication 
Print Suite users focused on 
publication printing

ENTERPRISE/MONARCH4 MON202 1/18/17 13:00 60 Interactive roundtable: The role 
and power of MIS/ERP in 
Commercial Print - now and in 
the future

Join us for a lively round-table 
discussion around the directions 
and needs in the Commercial Print 
Market

Monarch and Enteprise 
Commercial Print Suite users 
focused on commercial 
printing

ENTERPRISE/MONARCH4 MON301 1/18/17 13:00 60 Dynamic scheduling for 
Enterprise printers: PrintFlow 
power user tips and tricks 

Discover best-practices, shortcuts, 
tips, tricks, and more for PrintFlow 
from an EFI expert.

All Monarch and PrintFlow 
Enteprise Commercial Print 
users

ENTERPRISE/MONARCH4 MON302 1/18/17 13:00 60 Converting Monarch Foundation 
Progress to Foundation SQL

What does it take and what are the 
steps to accomplish this?

Monarch Foundation IT 
professionals and 
adminstrators

ENTERPRISE/MONARCH6 MON401 1/19/17 9:30 75 Enteprise/Monarch Power User 
tips and tricks - getting the most 
out of your Monarch investment

Discover best-practices, shortcuts, 
tips, tricks, and more for Monarch 
and the Commercial Suite products 
from an EFI expert.

All Monarch Users

ENTERPRISE/MONARCH6 MON402 1/19/17 9:30 75 Enterprise Commercial Print 
Suite/Monarch Purchasing 
Workflow Improvements 

Learn about the purchasing 
enhancements that have been 
added in Monarch 15.1 and 15.2 that 
help  to streamline the workflow 
with less touches, supplier specific 
price lists, and greater visibilty 
resulting a more proactive approach 
to managing inventory.

All Monarch and Enterprise 
Commercial Print Suite Users



ENTERPRISE/MONARCH7 MON501 1/19/17 11:00 60 EFI Business Intelligence (BI) State 
of the Union: what's next in the BI 
roadmap for Monarch and the 
Enterprise Commercial Print 
Suite?

Join us to learn about what's 
planned for Business Intelligence 5.0 
and the value it will bring to your 
organizaiton 

All Enterprise/Monarch 
Business Intelligence users 
and prospective customers

ENTERPRISE/MONARCH8 MON403 1/19/17 13:00 60 Estimating for Digital and Wide 
Format Workflows

Do you have a digital workflow? 
Joins us in this breakout session to 
learn tips and tricks on how to best 
handle digital jobs in Monarch 
Foundation estimating.

All Monarch Users

ENTERPRISE/MONARCH9 MON404 1/19/17 14:15 60 Deep dive into EFI Monarch iPlan How to handle critical functions in 
your business: versioning, multiple 
production events of the same job 
and setting expected file or proof 
dates

All Monarch and Monarch 
iPlan Users

ENTERPRISE/MONARCH9 MON502 1/19/17 14:15 60 EFI Business Intelligence (BI) and 
Nprinting

How to distribute BI reports and 
learn about some outside-the-box 
ways to use this valuable tool in 
your business

All Enterprise/Monarch 
Business Intelligence users 
and prospective customers

ENTERPRISE/MONARCH9 MON405 1/19/17 14:15 60 Streamlining Web-to-Print 
Solutions in the Enterprise 
Commercial Print Suite (same as 
W2P106)

Are you looking for improvements 
to your Web to Print workflow? 
Come see how that have been 
added to the DSF and Enterprise 
Commercial Print Suite/Monarch 
integration has been expanded and 
improved to help remove touch 
points and improve your workflow 
and throughput

Users who have Digital 
StoreFront or those looking 
for a Web-to-Print solution

IN-PLANT 2 INP101 1/18/17 9:30 75 Quick Print Suite for Inplant 
Service Centers and CRD's 

In-plant Print Service centers have 
unique needs and challenges - 
constantly working against the 
threat of outsourcing. This session 
will provide an overview of the new 
Quick Print Suite - the first 
integrated End-to-End workflow 
designed specifically for the needs 
of Inplant Print Service Centers. The 
Quick Print Suite is a lightweight 
offering providing advanced MIS 
and eCommerce capabilities in a 
100% SaaS model with EFI 
PrintSmith Vision MIS at its core, 
Digital StoreFront and Fiery 
integration 

Business Owners, In-Plant 
printers, PrintSmith 
customers 

IN-PLANT 3 INP102 1/18/17 11:00 60 Lean Manufacturing and/or TGO: 
Picking a Process Improvement 
Strategy for Your Business

Dive deep into the concepts of Lean 
Manufacturing and the Theory of 
Global Optimization (TGO) in the 
world of print and packaging. Udi 
Arieli, the author of TGO, will 
discuss differences between the two 
process improvement 
methodologies including a critical 
analysis of how Lean Manufacturing 
operates in the print industry. You’ll 
leave the session armed with the 
information you need to use both to 
your best advantage and you'll 
discover how your Monarch, Pace or 
Radius system can help you achieve 
these goals.

Owners, managers, business 
leaders

IN-PLANT 4 INP103 1/18/17 13:00 60 Overview of the QUICK PRINT 
SUITE - end-to-end certified 
workflows for franchises, in-plant 
and smaller commercial printers. 
(same as SUI301) with PrintSmith 
Vision as the core MIS

The Quick Print Suite is a 
lightweight offering providing 
advanced MIS and eCommerce 
capabilities in a 100% SaaS model 
with EFI PrintSmith Vision MIS at its 
core, Digital StoreFront and Fiery 
integration 

Business Owners, In-Plant 
printers, PrintSmith 
customers 

IN-PLANT 6 INP104 1/19/17 9:30 75 Introduction to EFI DirectSmile 
Cross Media 

This class will provide a short 
introduction into the EFI DirectSmile 
Cross Media solution in version 7. 

Business Owners, In-Plant 
printers, PrintSmith 
customers 

IN-PLANT 8 INP105 1/19/17 13:00 60 Introduction to Digital StoreFront 
SmartCanvas

Provide the ease of use of WYSIWYG 
in-browser personalization with 
powerful rules and switches for 

Existing and prospective 
Digital StoreFront customers 

IN-PLANT 9 INP106 1/19/17 14:15 60 Fiery Integration Workflows with 
QPS/PrintSmith Vision

In this session you will learn how to 
setup and use the Fiery workflow.   
See how to streamline your 

PrintSmith Vision Customers

IN-PLANT 10 INP107 1/19/17 15:30 60 Introduction to PrintSmith 
Scheduling

Optimize your production schedule, 
remove bottlenecks, and improve 
productivity with  PrintSmith 

PrintSmith Vision Customers

IN-PLANT 11 INP108 1/19/17 16:45 75 PrintSmith Crystal Reporting Crystal Reporting - Learn to report 
on all the data PrintSmith maintains 
and how to use iNet Reports as a 

PrintSmith Vision Customers

Midmarket/Pace Pre-Con1 PAC101 1/17/17 8:00 105 HANDS ON: Introduction to 
Report Writing 

This session is an into to report 
writing in Pace using Crystal Clear 
Designer. It is designed for 

All Pace users who want to 
learn how to write their own 
custom reports from data 

Midmarket/Pace Pre-Con2 PAC102 1/17/17 10:00 105 HANDS ON: Advanced  Report 
Writing 

This is a super session of reporting 
focused on building and modifying 
reports. All users should bring 

All Pace users who can 
already write custom reports 
using Crystal Clear and 

Midmarket/Pace 2 PAC200 1/18/17 9:30 75 Pace MIS/ERP Welcome Session, 
What's New in the Midmarket 
Print Suite 5.0?

Come meet the Pace team and get 
an update on Pace and what's new 
for the Midmarket Print Suite with 

All Pace customers

Midmarket/Pace 3 PAC301 1/18/17 11:00 60 Process Shipper for Pace See how ProcessShipper integrates 
with Pace to provide integrated 
Shipping Automation. 

All Pace/Midmarket Print 
Suite customers, Process 
Shipper customers 

Midmarket/Pace 3 PAC201 1/18/17 11:00 60 Pace and Midmarket Print Suite 
User Group Session 

Are you a Pace User Group member, 
a Midmarket Print Suite or Pace 
customer interested in joining or 
just want to learn about it? If so, 
please join us and meet some fellow 
members and the board.

All Pace customers, 
Midmarket Print Suite 
customers 



Midmarket/Pace 4 PAC302 1/18/17 13:00 60 Simplify data management with 
the Universal Importer 

The Universal Importer is a powerful 
tool within the EFI Pace™ MIS/ERP 
that simplifies data information 
management for both 
administrative and production 
purposes.  Through import 
automation customers are able to 
reduce hours of work to mere 
minutes and efficiently manage 
their data across multiple 
applications.

All Pace customers 

Midmarket/Pace 4 PAC202 1/18/17 13:00 60 Pace Administrator Tips & Tricks This session provides overview and 
tips & tricks on XML Importer, the 
Admin Console, and other tools 
available to you as an EFI Pace 
administrator.

All Pace system 
administrators

Midmarket/Pace 6 PAC203 1/19/17 9:30 75 DEMO: TheMidmarket Print Suite 
Spot: Certified Workflows 

This session will demonstrate EFI's 
fully automated workflow. Come 
witness how orders flow seamlessly 
from Digital StoreFront to Pace 
through scheduling, printing on 
Fiery digital devices, shipping, and 
invoicing - all while updating the 
buyer along the way.

  Pace and Midmarket Print 
customers and those 
interested in learning more 
about this Suite's certified 
workflows

Midmarket/Pace 8 PAC303 1/19/17 13:00 60 Metrics Matter: Auto-Count and 
Pace/Midmarket Print Suite

Every second counts when we are 
challenged to cut costs, reduce 
waste and optimize internal 
processes from internal 
communication to capacity 
utilization and production 
standards. Come join us to learn 
about taking the next step with your 
shop floor data collection.

All Pace customers, 
Midmarket Print Suite 
customers 

Midmarket/Pace 8 PAC402 1/19/17 13:00 60 Q&A: Ask the Pace Experts Are you getting enough out of your 
core MIS/ERP system? Is your 
investment in Pace delivering the 
ROI you expected? Come with your 
questions and ask the experts. 

All Pace system 
administrators

Midmarket/Pace 9 PAC304 1/19/17 14:15 60 Midmarket Print Suite/Pace MIS 
ERP Estimating Roundtable 

Challenges with estimating? 
Wondering how to get more out of 
your investment? Join us for the Ask 
the Experts estimating 'how to' and 
best practices roundtable. 

All estimating customers, 
users wanting to know about 
Pace estimating capabilities 

Midmarket/Pace 9 PAC305 1/19/17 14:15 60 What's new in SuperWide format? 
Opportunities and challenges

How to maximize the opportunities 
into this market: trends, equipment 
and end-to-end solutions

All Pace customers, 
Midmarket Print Suite 
customers, InkJet customer 

Midmarket/Pace 11 PAC503 1/19/17 13:00 75 Ask the Experts - Customization 
Toolkit & API

Are you getting the most out of EFI 
Pace? This is your chance to ask the 
experts about using the 
Customization Toolkit and API. 
Come prepared with questions!

Pace system administrators

Midmarket/Pace 12 PAC103 1/20/17 8:15 60 Q&A: Report Writing Follow up This is a wrap up session at the end 
of the Conference to collect any 
additional questions or comments 
for the creation and design of 
successful reports in Pace using 
Crystal Clear Designer. 

All Pace users using Crystal 
Clear or wanting to learn 
how to write customer 
reportis within the Pace 
object module

Packaging Pre-Con1 PACK101 1/17/17 8:00 105 HANDS ON: Radius Crystal 
Reports: Training for New Users

Introductory training for new Radius 
and Crystal Reports users

All Radius users

Packaging Pre-Con2 PACK102 1/17/17 10:00 105 HANDS ON: Business Intelligence: 
Introduction & Training for New 
Users

This is an ideal session for 
companies interested in learning 
about the EFI Enterprise Suite's 
Business Intelligence (BI) solution as 
well as newer BI users who would 
like a basic refresher in the 
capabilities and possibilities of the 
solution. Applicable to both 
Monarch and Radius BI users.

All Radius/Packaging Suite 
customers especially those 
involved in IT

Packaging 2 PACK200 1/18/17 9:30 75 Packaging Suite Welcome Session, 
What's New in the Packaging 
Suite 5.0?

Come meet the Radius team and get 
an update on Radius and what's 
new for the Packaging Print Suite 
with Radius at it's core for 2017.

All Radius users

Packaging 3 PACK301 1/18/17 11:00 60 Radius User Roundtable: Pre-
Voting Review of Product 
Enhancement Requests

The entire Radius User Group is 
asked to participate in this session. 
The group will develop and review a 
full list of features and product 
enhancements to consider as 
requests for future releases of 
Radius. Voting is on Thursday 
afternoon. 

All Packaging Suite users

Packaging 6 PACK202 1/19/17 9:30 75 Up-front Data Considerations for 
Setting up and Running a Plant

There are many ways to plan your 
Packaging Suite implementation 
project. What data considerations 
should you be thinking about before 
you start? EFI consultants will 
approach this topic and discuss 
your questions.

New and implementing 
Packaging Suite customers

Packaging 7 PACK303 1/19/17 11:00 60 User-Led Best Practices: Firstan's 
Experience with PrintFlow

Dawn Mutter, from UK-based folding 
carton manufacturer Firstan, will 
review her company's experience 
moving from Radius PSA to 
PrintFlow

All Packaging Suite 
customers

Packaging 8 PACK304 1/19/17 13:00 75 Technology & Tools with the 
Radius User Group

From servers to handheld barcode 
scanners, Radius users will be 
reviewing the hardware that they 
use alongside the EFI Packaging 
Suite. 

All Packaging Suite 
customers especially those 
involved in IT

Packaging 9 PACK401 1/19/17 14:15 60 Introduction to EFI Auto-Count 
4D for packaging printers,  the 
next generation of shop floor data 
analytics

Auto-Count 4D is the newest 
version of the Award winning Shop 
Floor Data Analytics Tool. In this 
session you'll get an overview of 
how AC4D can help measure 
productivity job by job across the 
plant, and give you a powerful view 
of your operations in real time.

Radius Users, All Packaging



Packaging 9 PACK503 1/19/17 14:15 60 Part 2: Radius Cost Variances and 
4-step Accounting Process

Chris Mark will discuss standard 
cost variances in Radius and will 
introduce the recommended 4-step 
Daily Accounting Process that can 
help you streamline the calculation 
of Job Costing and Work-in-Process 
and create transactions to update 
the Monarch or Open Accounts 
General Ledger.

All Packaging Suite 
customers especially those 
involved with job costing 
and accounting

Packaging 10 PACK103 1/19/17 15:30 60 Crystal Reports: Optimizing for 
Speed and Efficiency 

What can you do to optimize Crystal 
Reports and speed them up? Get 
tips and tricks from an EFI 
consultant.

Packaging Suite customers, 
especially those involved in 
IT

Packaging 10 PACK402 1/19/17 15:30 60 Optimized Layout & Planning for 
Packaging  with EFI Metrix

Learn how you can automate 
production planning with Radius 
and Metrix to quickly calculate print 
changes.

All Packaging Suite users 
from companies producing 
labels and folding cartons

Packaging 11 PACK305 1/19/17 16:45 75 Radius User Roundtable: Connect 
Debrief and Voting for Product 
Enhancement List

The entire Radius User Group is 
asked to participate in this session 
as an important follow-up to the 
Wednesday session. The group will 
review and vote on the list of 
features and product enhancements 
that will be requested for future 
releases of Radius.

All Packaging Suite 
customers

Packaging 12 PACK104 1/20/17 8:15 60 Documentation… What Should 
You be Documenting as a 
Packaging Suite User?

Packaging Suite users will discuss 
the importance of documentation 
during the implementation process 
and share their experiences and 
recommendations.

All Packaging Suite 
customers

Packaging 13 PACK505 1/20/17 9:30 60 Requirements for Speedy 
Packaging Suite Support Ticket 
Resolution

The EFI Support team will discuss 
some best practices for entering and 
resolving a Support ticket. What 
level of information should you be 
providing and what else needs to 
happen for a quick response and 
resolution?

All Packaging Suite 
customers

Packaging 14 PACK601 1/20/17 11:00 60 An Introduction to Progress 
Software's Pro2SQL for the 
Packaging Suite

Pro2SQL allows replication and 
transformation of Progress data to 
SQL Server or Oracle. Come learn 
more about this exciting technology 
and how you can leverage it in your 
business.

All Packaging Suite 
customers

Packaging 14 PACK403 1/20/17 11:00 60 EFI Digital StoreFront: What's 
Coming for the Packaging Suite?

How can you address faster 
customer turnaround expectations, 
improve the accuracy of order 
information and offer an attractive 
self-service portal for your 
customers? Come see EFI's plans for 
the Suite Certified Digital StoreFront 
component for label converters.

All Packaging Suite 
customers

Publication/Technique3 TEC100 1/18/17 11:00 60 Welcome Technique and 
Publication Print Suite users!

The Technique team gives an 
update on 2016 from an operational 
and services perspective and talks 
about the advantages of the 
Publication Suite and the changes 
and value it brings.

All Technique users

Publication/Technique4 TEC200 1/18/17 13:00 60 Technique MIS/ERP New 
Developments and 2017 Roadmap 

Attend this session to gain an 
overview of the new features in 
Technique 5.5 ERP/MIS and see the 
2017 roadmap.

All Technique users

Publication/Technique6 TEC201 1/19/17 9:30 75 Technique MIS/ERP:  What's New 
in Data Collection?

The Technique team discuss and 
demonstrate the new functionality 
in the Technique 2.13 Data 
Collection component and reveal 
the 2017 roadmap. 

All Technique users

Publication/Technique7 TEC202 1/19/17 11:00 60

Technique and Printflow Dynamic Scheduling Integration

Attend this session to see the in-
depth integration between the 
Technique ERP/MIS and PrintFlow 
components. Learn about the 
benefits of automatic, rules based 
scheduling, and how to correctly set 
up outwork and parallel cost 
centres.

All Technique users

Publication/Technique9 TEC300 1/19/17 14:15 60 SNEAK PEAK! Metrix Integration 
with the Publicaton Print Suite 
and Technique MIS/ERP

A sneak preview and demonstration 
of the upcoming Metrix integration 
and how it can be used to automate 
ganging of versioned components, 
saving time and money. Discussion 
around the value and future of 
‘multi-job’ ganging and how it may 
work in your organization.

All Technique users.

Publication/Technique10 TEC400 1/19/17 15:30 60 The Productivity Workbench: 
what's the value for Publication 
Print Suite and Technique 
customers?

Join us for a demonstration of the 
new Suite Productivity Workbench. 
This is a free add-on that provides a 
totally customizable, customer 
extensible, role based task and list 
for real-time process visibility.

All Technique users.



Quick Print/PrintSmith2 QPS200 1/19/17 9:30 75 PRINTSMITH MIS Welcome 
Session, What's New in the Quick 
Print Suite 5.0?

Come meet the PrintSmith team and 
get an update on PrintSmith and 
what's new for the Quick Print Suite 
with PrintSmith at it's core for 2017.

Suite 13 SUI100 1/20/17 9:30 60 Introduction to Suite Certification 
and the Productivity Workbench 

A quick overview of the anatomy of 
the Suite and the easy to use 
Productivity Workbench in every 
Suite release 

Any EFI customer interested 
in the basic concepts and 
value of the Suite 

Suite 1 SUI101 1/17/17 15:15 75 ENTERPRISE COMMERCIAL PRINT 
SUITE - end-to-end certified 
workflows for large commerical 
print and multinational print 
organizations

The Enterprise Commercial Print 
Suite, with the award-winning 
Monarch ERP System at its core, 
continues to drive high-volume 
general commercial, quality sign 
display, and security solutions. 
Business intelligence, data analytics, 
customer relationship management, 
and advanced estimating are 
designed specifically for enterprise-
level printers. Review of 2016 
advancements, what's new since the 
last Connect. 

Enterprise commercial 
printers, Monarch customers, 
iQuote customers 

Suite 1 SUI102 1/17/17 15:15 75 MIDMARKET PRINT SUITE 
featuring PACE MIS/ERP at its core

The Midmarket Print Suite for 
general, direct mail, and sign display 
printers features the PACE MIS/ERP 
system at its core. This Suite 
provides commercial, digital, and 
superwide format solutions, product-
based estimating including vehicle 
wraps, campaign management, and 
integrated shipping among its 
capabilities. Review of 2016 
advancements, what's new since the 
last Connect. 

Small to medium sozed 
commercial printers, Pace 
customers

Suite 1 SUI103 1/17/17 15:15 75 QUICK PRINT SUITE - end-to-end 
certified workflows for franchises, 
in-plant and smaller commercial 
printers. 

The Quick Print Suite is a 
lightweight offering providing 
advanced MIS and eCommerce 
capabilities in a 100% SaaS model 
with EFI PrintSmith Vision MIS at its 
core, eCommerce and Fiery 
integration. Review of 2016 
advancements, what's new since the 
last Connect. 

Smaller commercial printers, 
franchise and In-Plant 
printers, PrintSmith 
customers 

Suite 1 SUI104 1/17/17 15:15 75 Packaging Suite User Meet & 
Greet/Networking

The Packaging Suite offers folding 
carton, tag and label, and flexible 
packaging solutions based on the 
Radius® ERP System. The EFI 
Packaging Suite offers new 
advanced folding carton estimating 
and planning capabilities and 
advanced HTML5 direct machine 
data collection. Review of 2016 
advancements, what's new since the 
last Connect. 

All Packaging Suite users

Suite 1 SUI105 1/17/17 15:15 75 CORRUGATED PACKAGING PRINT 
SUITE for box and sheet plants 
and sheet feeders

The Corrugated Packaging Suite 
offers the MES (Manufacturing 
Execution Sytem) at its core for 
manufacturing and supply chain 
efficiencies.Optimized for box and 
sheet plants and sheet feeders, learn 
about end-to-end digital workflows 
with order promising, corrugated 
estimating, display systems and 
inventory tracking solutions. 

Box Plants, Sheet Plants and 
Sheet Feeders, CTI 
customers, corrugated 
packaging printers

Suite 2 SUI106 1/18/17 9:30 75 PUBLICATION PRINT SUITE - end-
to-end workflows for newpaper 
and publication printers 

The Publication Print Suite offers 
Technique ERP system at its core. 
Optimized for newspaper printers 
(Technique), books, magazines, 
periodical, catalog, and high-
volume direct mail providers. 
Review of 2016 advancements.

Newspaper, books, 
magazines, periodical, 
catalog and high volume 
direct mail providers, 
Techniquq customers 

Suite 14 SUI107 1/20/17 8:15 75 BUSINESS BUILDER SERIES: 
Moving your print business into 
new and expanding markets

Traditional print may be your bread 
and butter but the growth is in new 
and expanding markets. Join us if 
you're curious about the 
opportunities in alternate markets 
such as corrugated, packaging, 
textiles, soft signage superwide 
format and more. 

Business Owners, Operations 
Managers, decision makers, 
pre-press staff 

Suite 8 SUI108 1/19/17 13:00 60  The Suite Spot: Discussions on 
End-to-End Business Automation 
and Optimization

Join the discussion: EFI subject 
matter experts will lead this open 
discussion on where and when to 
automate and optimize… Bring your 
ideas and your questions.

Owners, managers, business 
leaders

Web-To-Print 3 W2P101 1/19/17 13:00

60

What's New in Digital StoreFront? Let's take some time to review new 
features and enhancements 
introduced to Digital StoreFront in 
2016.

Business Owners, In-Plant 
printers, PrintSmith 
customers 

Web-To-Print 7 W2P102 1/19/17 11:00 75 Digital StoreFront: Getting Started 
in  SmartCanvas

SmartCanvas is the latest in 
powerful and innovative tools 
included with Digital StoreFront 9.2 - 
learn how to build rich templates in 
this step by step beginner session 

All Direct StoreFront 
customers

Web-To-Print 9 W2P103 1/19/17 14:15 60 Getting Started with DirectSmile 
Cross Media and Digital 
StoreFront

DSF 9.0 introduced the ability to 
offer multi-channel campaign 
products from DirectSmile to your 
customers via Digital StoreFront. In 
this session we'll show you how 
easy it is to build and add a 
campaign to your Web-to-Print Site

All Direct StoreFront and 
DirectSmile users



Web-To-Print 13 W2P104 1/20/17 9:30 75 Understanding Entities for Digital 
StoreFront

Entities is a powerful licensing 
management tool for Digital 
StoreFront users which enables 
organizations to manage StoreFront 
licenses across multiple groups or 
departments

Digital StoreFront Customers, 
Enterprise

Web-To-Print 11 W2P105 1/19/17 16:45 60 Pricing Cross Media Marketing 
Campaigns

You're ready to start offering Cross 
Media marketing campaigns to your 
customers, but you have no idea 
where to begin with pricing. 
Navigating Multi Channel Marketing 
solutions can be intimidating - in 
this interactive session we'll provide 
some solid foundations for 
understanding how to go to market.

All commercial printers

Web-To-Print 9 W2P106 1/19/17 14:15 60 Streamlining Web-to-Print 
Solutions in the Enterprise 
Commercial Print Suite 

Are you looking for improvements 
to your Web to Print workflow? 
Come see how that have been 
added to the DSF and Enterprise 
Commercial Print Suite/Monarch 
integration has been expanded and 
improved to help remove touch 
points and improve your workflow 
and throughput

Users who have Digital 
StoreFront or those looking 
for a Web-to-Print solution
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